
How the Knock-Off Drill Improves Pitching Control & Focus 
 
Here’s how it works: (Option 1) 
 Place a batting T with a ball on it at any height, and put it on one side of 

the plate. (Note – make the T higher or lower than the bucket height). 
 On the other side of the plate put a bucket with its lid turned upside down. 

And on the lid, place any kind of big ball (either a bouncy ball, a basket-
ball, soccerball or volleyball). 

 Your pitchers will alternate first trying to knock-off the big ball, and then 
the regular ball. 

 
You’ll notice in the Option 1 picture that I’ve simply dumped out all the balls 
that were in the bucket and left them scattered behind homeplate and the T. 
This was on purpose to create visual chaos for the pitchers. Part of having 
control as a pitcher is being able to manage the different things that distract 
them during a game. Sights, sounds and emotions are present all the time in 
games and yet very seldom are any of these present in our practices – so scatter balls all over to force your pitch-
ers to zero-in on the ball that matters and tune out the ones that don’t! 
 
When your pitchers first try this they’ll miss by a lot since they don’t believe they can do it. But then they’ll 
quickly start missing smaller each pitch until they’re able to knock-off either ball from either side. 
 
Option 2: 
 Place a batting T with a ball on it on one side of the plate. 
 On the other side of the plate, put a bucket on its side angled slightly up by placing 

a shoe or 2 balls under the front lip. 
This gives your pitchers a more drastic location difference between the bucket and the 
ball. They can throw any of their moving pitches at the ball on the T (they might need 
to adjust the height based on the pitch) and then use the bucket for their changeups or 
drops. 
 
Be sure to switch buckets and T’s to the other side so your pitchers get practice on both 
sides of the plate at both heights. But using these challenging, yet possible type of drills 
really does help your pitchers get more engaged, improve their focus and most of all – 
improve their control! 
 
Option 3: 
 Knock Off Drill Pitching Control Focus Challenge Pitchers 

Option 3 
 Put bungee cords around 2 buckets and stick the handles of 2 

different sized plungers in the bungee cords. 
 Then place 2 bigger-type balls on the 2 plungers. 
 The pitchers are trying to knock off both balls in 2 pitches. 
 They can use fastballs, changeups as well as any of their other 

pitches. 


